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I.  INTRODUCTION 
The “American Dream” is the highly touted national ethos that 
has attracted immigrants to traverse oceans, rivers, and deserts to 
enter our nation.1 The ability to enter a free country that allows un-
inhibited opportunities for prosperity, success, and upward social 
mobility is a glimpse of light to individuals enveloped in the dark-
ness of their dangerous home countries.2 Although the U.S. has not 
had open borders for immigrants since 1921,3 it has become a place 
 
 1 See James Pethokoukis, Immigrants Still Successfully Pursue the American 
Dream, AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE (Oct. 28, 2019), 
https://www.aei.org/economics/immigrants-still-successfully-pursue-the-ameri-
can-dream/. 
 2 See Silva Mathema, They Are (Still) Refugees: People Continue to Flee 
Violence in Latin American Countries, CENTER FOR AMERICAN PROGRESS (June 
1, 2018), https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/immigration/reports/ 
2018/06/01/451474/still-refugees-people-continue-flee-violence-latin-american-
countries/; Joanna Venator & Richard V. Reeves, Immigration and the American 
Dream, Part I, BROOKINGS INST. (June 19, 2014), https://www.brook-
ings.edu/blog/social-mobility-memos/2014/06/19/immigration-and-the-ameri-
can-dream-part-1/. 
 3 See Ed Krayewski, Open Borders in America: A Look Back and Forward, 
REASON (April 30, 2015, 11:00 AM), https://reason.com/2015/04/30/open-bor-
ders-in-america. 
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of refuge for those individuals who are at their wits’ end due to vio-
lence and persecution back home. However, in recent years, the na-
tion that once led the globe in resettlement populations has dimin-
ished its role in housing foreign individuals who face their demise 
upon returning to their countries of origin.4 
Since 2016, President Donald Trump’s administration drasti-
cally diminished the ability for immigrants to receive asylum in the 
United States.5 The Trump Administration implemented increased 
vetting for refugees, lowered the number of refugee admissions, and 
created stricter rules for the classification of asylum-seekers.6 Spe-
cifically, the Attorney General’s decision in Matter of A-B-7 and the 
Administration’s implementation of a Safe Third Country Agree-
ment with Mexico have restricted the ability for Central American 
immigrants to seek and receive asylum despite the violence they 
face below the border.8 These laws and policies not only condemn 
thousands of immigrants to brutality and possible death, but are also 
violations of U.S. and international law.9 
This case note will discuss and analyze how the Trump Admin-
istration’s policies regarding asylum depart from usual immigration 
practices that foster a safe haven for persecuted immigrants and ul-
timately violate national and international laws. Part I discusses the 
history and evolution of asylum law in the United States and the 
recent influx of Central American migration, specifically from Gua-
temala, Honduras, and El Salvador due to rampant violence and 
other factors. Part II introduces and analyzes the context of Matter 
of A-B-, a case which Attorney General Jeffrey Sessions usurped to 
 
 4 See Brittany Blizzard & Jeanne Batalova, Refugee and Asylees in the 
United States, MIGRATION POLICY INSTITUTE (June 13, 2019), https://www.mi-
grationpolicy.org/article/refugees-and-asylees-united-states; See generally U.N. 
High Comm’r for Refugees, Resettlement Data (Jan.–Oct. 2019), https://www.un-
hcr.org/en-us/resettlement-data.html (select “United States of America”). 
 5 See How the Trump Administration is Eliminating Asylum in the U.S., 
INT’L RESCUE COMMITTEE (Feb. 4, 2020), https://www.rescue.org/article/how-
trump-administration-eliminating-asylum-us [hereinafter Int’l Rescue Commit-
tee] 
 6 See Blizzard & Batalova, supra note 4. 
 7 27 I&N Dec. 316, 316 (A.G. 2018). 
 8 See Int’l Rescue Committee, supra note 5; infra Part III(C). 
 9 See Int’l Rescue Committee, supra note 5. 
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overturn immigration practices10 that fostered the safety of women 
and children suffering domestic violence. In addition, Part II will 
address the implementation and context of third-country agreements 
such as the Migrant Protection Protocols, known as “Remain in 
Mexico.”11 Finally, Part III of this note will discuss how the afore-
mentioned immigration policies violate U.S. immigration law and 
international law due to their reluctance to acknowledge the plague 
of violence in Central America. 
II. A BACKGROUND LOOK AT U.S. ASYLUM PRACTICES AND 
CENTRAL AMERICAN MIGRATION 
A. History of U.S. Asylum Law 
In the nation’s early history, immigrants seeking refuge in the 
United States from violence and persecution in their home countries 
were not deemed refugees, but rather treated like any other immi-
grant seeking the American Dream.12 Before World War II, the 
United States did not have any formal laws regarding refugees.13 
After World War II left seven million Europeans displaced from 
their home countries, the United States, along with other countries 
in the United Nations, began to create new laws to help individuals 
seeking refuge from persecution in their home countries.14 
The U.S. government’s response in creating new refugee immi-
gration laws stems from contemporaneous historical phenomena.15 
 
 10 If a decision by an Immigration Judge is appealed, the case is heard by the 
Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA), which is the highest administrative body 
for interpreting and applying immigration laws. Generally, the BIA does not con-
duct courtroom proceedings, but rather decides appeals by conducting a “paper 
review” of cases. BIA decisions are binding on all DHS officers and immigration 
judges unless modified or overruled by the Attorney General or a federal court. 
 11 Press Release, Dep’t. of Homeland Security, Migrant Protection Protocols 
(Jan. 24, 2019), https://www.dhs.gov/news/2019/01/24/migrant-protection-proto-
cols [hereinafter MPP Press Release]. 
 12 The Complicated History of Asylum in America—Explained, THE WEEK 
(April 28, 2019), https://theweek.com/articles/837512/complicated-history-asy-
lum-america--explained [hereinafter The Complicated History of Asylum]. 
 13 DEBORAH ANKER, U.S. Immigration and Asylum Policy: A Brief Historical 
Perspective, in 13 IN DEFENSE OF THE ALIEN 74, 75 (1990). 
 14 The Complicated History of Asylum, supra note 12. 
 15 ANKER, supra note 13, at 77. 
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First, the disturbing experience of the Holocaust that wiped out mil-
lions because of their religious and ethnic origins sparked interna-
tional outrage and influenced a movement to develop human rights 
laws to protect refugees and victims of war.16 Second, after World 
War II, the U.S. became a world power with a mission to contain 
communism; thus, immigration policies favoring migrants from 
communist countries like the Soviet Union were created to evoke 
“the national historical mission [of the United States] as a haven for 
freedom-loving peoples.”17 
In 1948, the U.S. implemented the Displaced Persons Act of 
1948, which authorized the admission of two hundred thousand dis-
placed Europeans for permanent residence during a short period of 
time.18 By 1952, the Displaced Persons Act admitted more than four 
hundred thousand individuals, with more than seventy percent of the 
refugees emigrating from Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union.19 
This was the first time in U.S. history that refugees became such a 
prevalent component of immigration.20 Nevertheless, growing ten-
sions between Congress and the Executive Branch regarding immi-
gration policy decisions continued to stall formal asylum policies 
because of differing viewpoints on which refugees should be ac-
cepted in the nation.21 The Executive Branch began to use a small 
loophole found in the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), 
dubbed “parole power,” to admit certain groups of refugees.22 The 
use of parole power allowed the admission of several oppressed pop-
ulations, such as Hungarians in 1956 and Cubans in the 1960s and 
1970s.23 An emphasis was placed on allowing refugees from “com-
munist-dominated” countries.24 
The Executive’s use of an “ad hoc parole-based refugee admis-
sion policy” was considered “administrative chaos.”25 Congress 
 
 16 Id. at 77. 
 17 Id. 
 18 Displaced Persons Act of 1948, Ballotpedia (last visited March 10, 2020), 
https://ballotpedia.org/Displaced_Persons_Act_of_1948. 
 19 Id. 
 20 Id. 
 21 ANKER, supra note 13, at 77–78. 
 22 Id. at 78. 
 23 Id. 
 24 Id. at 78. 
 25 Id. at 79–80. 
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reacted by creating a comprehensive system for granting asylum 
through the passage of the Refugee Act of 1980.26 The Refugee Act 
adopted the nondiscriminatory and non-ideological definition of ref-
ugee created by the United Nation’s 1951 Refugee Convention.27 
Under the Refugee Act, a refugee was defined as an individual who 
has been forced to flee her country because of persecution, war, or 
violence, and has a “well-founded fear of persecution for reasons of 
race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a par-
ticular social group.”28 After the Refugee Act’s implementation, the 
U.S. continued its focus on admitting refugees from communist 
countries as they comprised about ninety percent of refugee admis-
sions.29 During the 1990s, the U.S. began to recognize the growing 
problems in neighboring countries, such as the guerrilla wars in 
Central American countries, which led to the creation of the Tem-
porary Protected Status program30 that helped migrants affected by 
armed conflicts or national disasters.31 
Federal laws state that anyone who physically steps on U.S. soil 
is entitled to apply for asylum.32 Individuals seeking asylum at a 
U.S. port of entry must pass a credible fear interview conducted by 
immigration officials.33 If the immigration agent determines there is 
a “significant possibility” that the applicant can prove persecution 
or harm in her home country, then the case is referred to immigration 
court for a hearing and final decision.34 Recently, the world has seen 
its most serious refugee crisis since World War II due to armed 
 
 26 The Complicated History of Asylum, supra note 12. 
 27 ANKER, supra note 13, at 79–80. 
 28 Id. at 78; U.N. High Comm’r for Refugees, What is a Refugee?, 
https://www.unrefugees.org/refugee-facts/ what-is-a-refugee/ [hereinafter What 
is a Refugee?]. 
 29 ANKER, supra note 13, at 80. 
 30 The secretary of Homeland Security may designate a foreign country for 
Temporary Protected Status if the country’s conditions meet statutory require-
ments regarding ongoing armed conflict, natural disasters (including epidemics), 
or other extraordinary and temporary conditions in the country that temporarily 
prevent its nationals from returning safely. See 8 U.S.C. § 1254a(b)(1). 
 31 The Complicated History of Asylum, supra note 12. 
 32 8 U.S.C. § 1158(a) (2009). 
 33 8 U.S.C. § 1225(b)(1)(B)(i)–(ii) (2009). 
 34 8 U.S.C. § 1225(b)(1)(B)(v) (2009). 
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conflict and forced migration.35 According to the United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), by the end of 2017, 
global displacement had reached a record high 68.5 million people, 
with 25.4 million formally designated as refugees and another 3.1 
million designated as asylum seekers.36 
Historically, the United States was the global leader in formal 
refugee resettlement.37 However, under the much stricter rules im-
posed by President Donald Trump’s administration, the numbers of 
asylum seekers being granted admission in the U.S. has dwindled.38 
In 2017, the Trump Administration began to implement increased 
vetting for refugees, slowing down the admissions process.39 Addi-
tionally, President Trump reduced the number of refugees the U.S. 
accepts annually, first reducing the level originally set for fiscal year 
2017 from 110,000 to 50,000.40 President Trump continues to lower 
the number of refugee admissions, hitting a record low of accepting 
only 30,000 refugees for fiscal year 2019.41 Moreover, in 2018, the 
 
 35 See generally U.N. High Comm’r for Refugees, Forced Displacement in 
2018, GLOBAL TRENDS 1, 4 (June 20, 2019), https://www.un-
hcr.org/5d08d7ee7.pdf. 
 36 See generally U.N. High Comm’r for Refugees, Forced Displacement in 
2017, GLOBAL TRENDS 1, 2 (June 25, 2018), https://www.un-
hcr.org/5b27be547.pdf. A refugee is a person who has fled their country of origin 
and is unable or unwilling to return because of a well-founded fear of persecution 
because of their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social 
group, or political opinion. An asylum seeker is a person who is seeking interna-
tional protection and whose claim has not yet been finally decided on by the coun-
try in which he or she has submitted it. Every refugee is initially an asylum seeker, 
but not every asylum seeker will ultimately be recognized as a refugee. See What 
is the Difference Between a Refugee and an Asylum Seeker?, AMNESTY INT’L (Jan. 
24, 2019), amnesty.org.au/refugee-and-an-asylum-seeker-difference/. 
 37 See Blizzard & Batalova, supra note 4. 
 38 See id. 
 39 See id. 
 40 Exec. Order No. 13,780, 82 F.R.C. 13209, 13216 (March 9, 2017), 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-protecting-na-
tion-foreign-terrorist-entry-united-states-2/. 
 41 Daily Comp. Pres. Doc. No. 2018-24135, Presidential Determination on 
Refugee Admissions for Fiscal Year 2019, 83 F.R.C. 55091, 55091 (Oct. 4, 2018), 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/presidential-memorandum-sec-
retary-state-13/. 
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U.S. fell behind Canada as the top resettlement country.42 Lower 
asylum admissions will continue to be the trend under the Trump 
Administration, as seen in proposals for lowering the already-low 
admission numbers to 18,000 for the 2020 fiscal year.43 
B. Causes of Migration from the Northern Triangle to the United 
States 
Most recently, the vast majority of immigrants seeking asylum 
migrate from the Northern Triangle of Central America: Guatemala, 
El Salvador, and Honduras.44 One of the most dangerous areas in the 
world due in large part to gang violence, the Northern Triangle 
boasts some of the world’s highest homicide rates,45 comparable 
even to a war zone.46 In addition to the high crime rates, migrants 
 
 42 Jynnah Radford & Phillip Connor, Canada now leads the world in refugee 
resettlement, surpassing the U.S., PEW RESEARCH CENTER FACT TANK (June 19, 
2019), https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/06/19/canada-now-leads-
the-world-in-refugee-resettlement-surpassing-the-u-s. Canada resettled 28,000 
refugees in 2018 while the U.S. resettled 23,000 a sharp decline from its 33,000 
total in 2017, id. 
 43 U.S. Dep’t of State, Off. of the Spokesperson, Report to Congress on Pro-
posed Refugee Admissions for FY 2020 (Sept. 26, 2019), 
https://www.state.gov/report-to-congress-on-proposed-refugee-admissions-for-
fy-2020/. 
 44 See generally Dep’t. of Homeland Security, Bureau of Customs and Border 
Prot., U.S. Border Patrol Southwest Border Apprehensions by Sector Fiscal Year 
2020 (Dec. 9, 2019), https://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/stats/sw-border-migra-
tion/usbp-sw-border-apprehensions; PETER J. MEYER & MAUREEN TAFT-
MORALES, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., IF11151, CENTRAL AMERICAN MIGRATION: 
ROOT CAUSES AND U.S. POLICY 1, 1 (June 13, 2019), 
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/IF11151.pdf. 
 45 U.S. Dep’t of State, Bureau of Conflict and Stabilization Operations, 
Northern Triangle and Mexico Country Conditions (May 23, 2019), 
https://www.justice.gov/eoir/page/file/1180711/download. 
 46 Quick facts: Central American migration, MERCY CORPS (May 1, 2019), 
https://www.mercycorps.org/articles/quick-facts-central-american-migration; see 
Understanding and Estimating Displacement in the Northern Triangle of Central 
America, INTERNAL DISPLACEMENT MONITORING CENTRE (September 2018), 
http://www.internal-displacement.org/publications/understanding-and-estimat-
ing-displacement-in-the-northern-triangle-of-central-america; Forced to Flee 
Central America’s Northern Triangle: A Neglected Human Crisis, DOCTORS 
WITHOUT BORDERS 1, 8 (last updated June 14, 2017), 
https://www.msf.org/sites/msf.org/files/msf_forced-to-flee-central-americas-
northern-triangle_e.pdf. A recent report from Doctors Without Borders (MSF) 
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from the Northern Triangle attribute poverty and inequality as fur-
ther reasons for their departure from their home countries.47 The 
Congress Research Service cites four main motivations of migrants 
seeking asylum: (1) security conditions, (2) governance, (3) socio-
economic conditions, and (4) vulnerability to natural disasters.48 
The terrible security conditions found in the Northern Triangle 
are due to the high crime rates seen throughout the three countries. 
The Northern Triangle suffers from widespread crime, including, 
but not limited to, gang violence, extortion, kidnapping, drug traf-
ficking, and homicide.49 Nearly a quarter of Northern Triangle resi-
dents surveyed in 2017 reported they had been victims of crime in 
the past year.50 The poor security situation is caused by interrelated 
factors including family separation, high levels of poverty, and a 
“lack of legitimate employment opportunities, which leave many 
youth in the region susceptible to recruitment by gangs or other 
criminal organizations.”51 
The Northern Triangle is home to some of the highest homicide 
rates on a global scale.52 Although data shows that homicide rates in 
 
states that these Northern Triangle countries are experiencing “unprecedented lev-
els of violence outside a war zone” where citizens are murdered with impunity 
and kidnappings are daily occurrences, id. 
 47 See generally Bina Desai, et. al., Global Report on Internal Displacement, 
INTERNAL DISPLACEMENT MONITORING CENTRE 1, 38–41 (May 2018), 
http://www.internal-displacement.org/global-report/grid2018/downloads/2018-
GRID.pdf. 
 48 MEYER & TAFT-MORALES, supra note 44, at 1. 
 49 See id. at 1–2. 
 50 Id. at 2; see also PETER J. MEYER, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL34027, 
HONDURAS: BACKGROUND AND U.S. RELATIONS 1, 10 (July 22, 2019), 
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/RL34027.pdf. Despite lower crime rates and greater 
police presence, there continues to be a pervasive sense of insecurity in Honduras 
as 52% of Hondurans consider their cities unsafe and 88% of Hondurans consider 
the country unsafe, MEYER, supra, at 2. See generally Ben Raderstorf, et. al., Be-
neath the Violence: How Insecurity Shapes Daily Life and Emigration in Central 
America, LATIN AMERICAN PUBLIC OPINION PROJECT & THE INTER-AMERICAN 
DIALOGUE 1, 1, 3–6 (Oct. 2017), https://www.thedialogue.org/wp-content/up-
loads/2017/10/Crime-Avoidance-Report-FINAL-ONLINE.pdf. 
 51 PETER J. MEYER, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R44812, U.S. STRATEGY FOR 
ENGAGEMENT IN CENTRAL AMERICA: POLICY ISSUES FOR CONGRESS 1, 10 (Nov. 
12, 2019), https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R44812.pdf. 
 52 See generally Max Roser & Hannah Ritchie, Homicides, OUR WORLD IN 
DATA (last revised Dec. 2019), https://ourworldindata.org/homicides. 
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the Northern Triangle have fallen every year since 2015, they still 
remain high by global standards rates—up to fifty times higher than 
those in other countries.53 More specifically, the Northern Triangle 
suffers from widespread femicide, with rates of more than ten fe-
male homicides per 100,000 women.54 These cases of femicide are 
usually caused by escalating domestic violence issues that are often 
unresolved by law enforcement and fueled by deep-rooted social 
and systemic factors proliferating gender inequality.55 Further, be-
cause an overwhelming number of femicides are left unsolved, or 
their perpetrators left unpunished, Central American women have a 
profound lack of trust in the legal system.56 The “high degrees of 
 
 53 See generally id. There is clearly a large difference in death rates between 
countries across the globe. Rates are high across Latin America—in particular, El 
Salvador, Honduras, Guatemala, and Mexico—where death rates are often greater 
than thirty deaths per 100,000 civilians, and even greater in El Salvador where the 
death rate was over fifty per 100,000. Compare these statistics with death rates 
across Western Europe, Japan, or the Middle East where homicides were below 
one per 100,000, id. 
 54 Femicide and International Women’s Rights, GLOBAL AMERICANS (last 
visited Feb. 15, 2020), https://theglobalamericans.org/reports/femicide-interna-
tional-womens-rights/. The level of violence affecting women in El Salvador and 
Honduras exceeds the combined rate of male and female homicides in some of 
the forty countries with the highest murder rates in the world, such as Ecuador, 
Nicaragua and Tanzania, id. See also Maria Fernandez Pérez Arguello & Bryce 
Couch, Violence Against Women Driving Migration From the Northern Triangle, 
ATLANTIC COUNCIL (Nov. 8, 2018), https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/new-
atlanticist/violence-against-women-driving-migration-from-the-northern-trian-
gle/ [hereinafter Violence Against Women] Juan Forero, Women in Latin America 
Are Being Murdered at Record Rates, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL (Dec. 19, 
2018), https://www.wsj.com/articles/it-is-better-not-to-have-a-daughter-here-
latin-americas-violence-turns-against-women-11545237843. 
 55 Honduras: 30 Femicides in January with 95% Impunity Rate, TELESUR 
ENGLISH (Feb. 4, 2019), https://www.telesurenglish.net/news/Honduras-30-Fem-
icides-in-January-with-95-Impunity-Rate-20190204-0015.html; Violence 
Against Women, supra note 54. 
 56 See MEYER & TAFT-MORALES, supra note 44, at 2 (“Citizens in the region 
express low levels of confidence in nearly all of their government institutions ac-
cording to polling by Latinobarómetro.”); see also U.N. HUMAN RIGHTS OFF. OF 
THE HIGH COMM’R, Human Rights Council Working Group on the Issue of Dis-
crimination Against Women in Law and in Practice (last visited Feb. 15, 2020), 
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/Display 
News.aspx?NewsID=23873&LangID=E [hereinafter Discrimination Against 
Women]. In Honduras, statistics show that nearly 95% of femicides go unpun-
ished, Discrimination Against Women, supra. 
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impunity” in cases of violence against women, children, and mem-
bers of the LGBTQI community leave a great number of the popu-
lation “with few options for protection beyond migration.”57 
A legacy of conflict and authoritarian rule has slowed down the 
creation of strong democratic institutions in most of Central Amer-
ica. The countries of the Northern Triangle did not establish their 
current civilian democratic systems until the 1980s and 1990s and 
have since faced bouts of corruption and controversy.58 Because of 
scandals and the governments’ struggles to address citizens’ con-
cerns effectively, the Northern Triangle suffers from great distrust 
between its citizens and legal and political systems.59 Moreover, 
these countries have some of the lowest tax collection rates in Latin 
America, creating underfunded state institutions that contribute to 
low educational attainment, persistent poverty, lack of protection for 
citizens, and overall social instability.60 
The socioeconomic conditions of the Northern Triangle are ex-
tremely tragic. The Northern Triangle suffers from great socioeco-
nomic inequality where small groups of elite individuals hold the 
majority of land ownership and economic power.61 In El Salvador, 
29.2% of the population lives below the poverty line, while in Gua-
temala and Honduras over half of the population lives below the 
poverty line with rates of 59.3% and 61.9%, respectively.62 
There is an enormous lack of legitimate employment opportuni-
ties in the Northern Triangle—a problem that will only become 
greater as nearly half of the Northern Triangle’s population is under 
 
 57 Violence Against Women, supra note 54; see CLARE RIBANDO SEELKE, 
CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R43616, EL SALVADOR: BACKGROUND AND U.S. 
RELATIONS 1, 15 (August 14, 2019), https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R43616.pdf (ci-
ting David Bernal, El Salvador: Inseguridad es la segunda razón por la que emi-
gran las mujeres [El Salvador: Insecurity is the Second Reason Women Migrate], 
LA PRENSA GRÁFICA (March 8, 2019)). A 2019 survey of Salvadoran women de-
ported from the United States found that violence, often gender-related, was the 
second-most frequent reason cited for having migrated to the United States, Ber-
nal, supra. 
 58 MEYER, supra note 51, at 8. 
 59 Id. 
 60 MEYER & TAFT-MORALES, supra note 44, at 2. 
 61 Id. 
 62 Id. at 1 (citing World Bank, DATABANK, https://data.worldbank.org/indi-
cator/SI.POV.NAHC (using data from most recent year available: 2017 for El 
Salvador, 2014 for Guatemala, and 2018 for Honduras)). 
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the age of twenty-five.63 Because of the relatively young population 
in the Northern Triangle, all three countries will see a rise in work-
ing-age populations, but will not seemingly have enough economic 
infrastructure to support the influx.64 This has already been noted 
when, in 2017, the Northern Triangle’s labor force increased by 
more than 353,000 people, but fewer than 35,000 jobs were created 
in the formal economy.65 This disparity leaves workers desperate, 
searching for jobs in informal sectors that do not provide security, 
benefits, or other opportunities in a foreign country.66 
Finally, natural disasters contribute to a large part of the migra-
tion from the Northern Triangle. Hurricanes, earthquakes, and long 
bouts of drought are all very real risks that destroy the Northern Tri-
angle’s infrastructure and dominant agrarian economy.67 Specifi-
cally, “El Salvador and Guatemala are among the [fifteen] countries 
in the world most at risk from natural disasters, due to their frequent 
exposure and weak response capacity.”68 The Northern Triangle 
also comprises a great amount of the Central American Dry Corri-
dor, which “is extremely susceptible to irregular rainfall” that can 
lead to “destroyed crops and [great] ‘levels of food insecurity.’”69 
The risk of natural disasters has created displacement and forced 
many citizens of the Northern Triangle to take on debt, sell off land, 
and migrate.70 Because of the aforementioned reasons, Central 
American migrants have entered the U.S. in droves within the last 
decades.71 Deemed an “immigration crisis,” the issues surrounding 
 
 63 Id. 
 64 Id. 
 65 Id. 
 66 MEYER & TAFT-MORALES, supra note 44, at 1. 
 67 See id. at 1–2. 
 68 Id. at 1. 
 69 Id. at 1–2. 
 70 Id. at 2. 
 71 Allison O’Connor, et. al., Central American Immigrants in the United 
States, MIGRATION POLICY INSTITUTE (Aug. 15, 2019), https://www.migration-
policy.org/article/central-american-immigrants-united-states (“Immigrants from 
the Northern Triangle comprised 86 percent of the Central Americans in the 
United States. In 2017, Central American immigrants represented 8 percent of the 
United States’ 44.5 million immigrants.”). 
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border protection and illegal migration became huge talking points 
for the 2016 Presidential Election.72 
III. THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION’S CREATION AND 
IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW ASYLUM LAWS 
During his campaign, President Donald Trump’s platform 
mainly consisted of discussions centered around immigration, espe-
cially migration on the southern border with Mexico.73 Capitalizing 
on the sixty percent of registered voters who reported that immigra-
tion was an important factor in electing a candidate, President 
Trump used his platform to discuss how he would “fix” these immi-
gration issues.74 President Trump’s proposed solutions included 
building a wall at the U.S.-Mexican border that would be funded by 
the Mexican government, rescinding President Barack Obama’s ex-
ecutive orders on the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals 
(DACA) program, and even ultimately banning Muslims from en-
tering the U.S.75 
Since entering office, President Trump has made a myriad of 
changes to U.S. immigration laws, including those proposed during 
his campaign.76 Riddled with xenophobic undertones, the Trump 
 
 72 See Donald J. Trump, President of the United States., Remarks by Presi-
dent Trump on the Illegal Immigration Crisis and Border Security (Nov. 1, 2018) 
(transcript available at https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/re-
marks-president-trump-illegal-immigration-crisis-border-security/.). 
 73 Donald Trump Presidential Campaign, 2016/Immigration, Ballotpedia 
(last visited Feb. 28, 2020), https://ballotpedia.org/Donald_Trump_presiden-
tial_campaign,_2016/Immigration [hereinafter Trump Immigration Ballotpedia]. 
 74 Id.; see Jeffrey M. Jones, One in Five Voters Say Immigration Stance Crit-
ical to Vote, GALLUP (Sept. 9, 2015), https://news.gallup.com/poll/185381/one-
five-voters-say-immigration-stance-critical-vote.aspx?g_source= immigra-
tion&g_medium=search&g_campaign=tiles. 
 75 Trump Immigration Ballotpedia, supra note 73. 
 76 See Nick Corasaniti, A Look at Trump’s Immigration Plan, Then and Now, 
N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 31, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/interac-
tive/2016/08/31/us/politics/donald-trump-immigration-changes.html; Peniel Ibe, 
Trump’s Attacks on the Legal Immigration System Explained, AMERICAN 
FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE (Feb. 21, 2020), https://www.afsc.org/blogs/news-
and-commentary/trumps-attacks-legal-immigration-system-explained; Sarah 
Pierce, et. al., U.S. Immigration Policy Under Trump: Deep Changes and Lasting 
Impacts, MIGRATION POLICY INSTITUTE (July 2018), https://www.migrationpol-
icy.org/research/us-immigration-policy-trump-deep-changes-impacts; Sarah 
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Administration’s proposed and implemented changes have shaken 
up the immigration landscape, specifically pertaining to asylum 
law.77 The Trump Administration has altered the course of asylum 
law by designating new parameters as to which migrants are allowed 
to apply for asylum and implementing new logistical procedures 
when applying for and awaiting an asylum hearing.78 This note will 
focus on two asylum policies. First, this note will address the issu-
ance of Matter of A-B-, a landmark case that overruled past practices 
allowing victims of domestic violence to come forward with asylum 
claims.79 Second, this note will address the Migrant Protection Pro-
tocols, or “Remain in Mexico,” which is a newly established pro-
gram that returns asylum seekers to dangerous areas in Mexico to 
await U.S. immigration proceedings.80 
A. Matter of A-B- Restricts Asylum for Victims of Domestic Abuse 
or Gang Violence 
On June 11, 2018, former Attorney General Jeffrey Sessions de-
cided Matter of A-B-81, overruling the landmark case Matter of A-R-
C-G-82, and changing the landscape of asylum law in the United 
States. Attorney General Sessions’ ruling in Matter of A-B- nar-
rowed the scope of the particular social groups granted asylum, re-
scinding immigration practices established in Matter of A-R-C-G- 
that allowed victims of domestic abuse and gang violence to apply 
and attain asylum if found to be in credible fear for their lives.83 In 
his decision, Sessions specifically stated that claims pertaining to 
“domestic violence or gang violence perpetrated by non-govern-
mental actors will not qualify for asylum,” diminishing the 
 
Pierce & Andrew Steele, Immigration Under Trump: A Review of Policy Shifts in 
the Year Since the Election, MIGRATION POLICY INSTITUTE (Dec. 2017), 
https://www.migrationpolicy.org/research/ immigration-under-trump-review-
policy-shifts. 
 77 See generally Ibe, supra note 76; Pierce, et. al., supra note 76. 
 78 See Ibe, supra note 76. 
 79 27 I&N Dec. 316 (A.G. 2018). 
 80 MPP Press Release, supra note 11. See generally Ibe, supra note 76. 
 81 Matter of A-B-, 27 I. & N. Dec. 316 (A.G. 2018). 
 82 Matter of A-R-C-G-, 26 I. & N. Dec. 388 (BIA 2014). 
 83 Matter of A-B-, 27 I&N Dec. at 321. 
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opportunity for a vast number of migrants fleeing from lives filled 
with abuse in the Northern Triangle.84 
1. Attorney General Decides Matter of A-B- to Overturn 
Landmark Case 
In Matter of A-B-, the petitioner, a native from El Salvador, ap-
plied for asylum claiming that her ex-husband and father of her three 
children repeatedly abused her.85 On her application, the petitioner 
stated that she was eligible for asylum because she was being perse-
cuted on account of her membership in the purported social group, 
“El Salvadoran women who are unable to leave their domestic rela-
tionships where they have children in common.”86 The Immigration 
Judge denied her relief and placed an order of removal on the peti-
tioner, reasoning that she failed to establish that her membership in 
a social group was a central reason for her persecution.87 
The petitioner appealed and the Board of Immigration Appeals 
(BIA) reversed the Immigration Judge’s decision because the peti-
tioner’s purported social group was substantially similar to a previ-
ously recognized group used in Matter of A-R-C-G-.88 While the pe-
titioner in Matter of A-R-C-G- was of Guatemalan origin, she simi-
larly listed her social group as “married women in Guatemala who 
are unable to leave their relationship.”89 The BIA in Matter of A-R-
C-G- stated that the petitioner’s group designation established all the 
elements necessary to prove membership in a “particular social 
group” because (1) the group was composed of members who share 
a common immutable characteristic like gender,90 (2) the group was 
defined with particularity by using the words “married women,”91 
and (3) the group was socially distinct within Guatemalan society 
because of the vulnerability women face at the hand of domestic 
abusers who are never subjected to any legal punishment.92 Matter 
 
 84 Id. at 320. 
 85 Id. at 321. 
 86 Id. 
 87 Id. at 319. 
 88 Id. at 321. 
 89 Matter of A-R-C-G-, 26 I. & N. Dec. 388, 390 (BIA 2014). 
 90 Id. at 392 (citing Matter of Acosta, 19 I & N Dec. 211, 233 (BIA 1985)). 
 91 Id. at 393. 
 92 Id. at 394. 
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of A-R-C-G- solidified the acceptance of domestic abuse victims as 
members of a social group recognized under asylum law.93 Because 
of this precedent, the BIA reversed Matter of A-B-, stating that the 
Immigration Judge erred on several grounds, including his determi-
nation that the petitioner’s assigned group was not a particular social 
group under asylum laws.94 
However, former Attorney General Sessions overtook the case, 
holding that asylum applicants must establish more than the mere 
fact that they are part of a group that is at risk of being a victim of 
crime.95 In his decision, Sessions criticizes Matter of A-R-C-G-, stat-
ing that the opinion has caused confusion due to its recognition of a 
vast new category of particular social groups based solely on vio-
lence perpetrated by private actors.96 Sessions stated that a “proto-
typical refugee” flees her country because of government persecu-
tion, either through the government’s actions or through the govern-
ment’s inability to prevent the misconduct of non-government ac-
tors.97 In the case that a persecutor is not a government actor, immi-
gration judges must consider both the reason for the harm inflicted 
and the government’s role in sponsoring such actions.98 Because the 
asylum statute “does not provide redress for all misfortune,” Ses-
sions stated that a rigorous analysis must be applied when an asylum 
seeker purports to be part of a particular social group fleeing harm 
by a private actor.99 
Sessions further commented that the BIA’s decision in Matter of 
A-R-C-G- compelled the BIA and immigration judges to rely upon 
it as an “affirmative statement of law” without any necessary legal 
and factual analysis.100 Specifically, Sessions contends that in Mat-
ter of A-R-C-G- the BIA exploited the Department of Homeland Se-
curity’s (DHS) concessions that the respondent suffered harm rising 
to the level of past persecution, that she was a member of a qualify-
ing particular social group, and that her membership in that group 
 
 93 Id. at 395. 
 94 Matter of A-B-, 27 I. & N. Dec. 316, 321 (A.G. 2018). 
 95 Id. at 320. 
 96 Id. at 319. 
 97 Id. at 318. 
 98 Id. 
 99 Id. 
 100 Matter of A-B-, 27 I&N Dec. at 319. 
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was a central reason for her persecution in order to create a prece-
dent that allows victims of private violence to seek asylum.101 These 
concessions resulted in a lack of legal analysis, which led to a “mis-
leading impression concerning the cognizability of similar social 
groups,” and the allowance of asylum claims premised upon perse-
cution on account of membership in those groups.102 Sessions criti-
cized the BIA’s approach saying it was contrary to the appropriate 
analysis used in prior decisions like Matter of R-A-.103 
Although former Attorney General Janet Reno vacated Matter 
of R-A-, federal courts and the BIA have relied on its analysis of 
particular social groups.104 In Matter of R-A-, the BIA concluded 
that the petitioner was ineligible for asylum because her purported 
social group, “Guatemalan women who have been involved inti-
mately with Guatemalan male companions who believe that women 
are to live under male domination,” did not qualify under asylum 
law.105 The BIA also held that, even if this group were to be recog-
nized as a cognizable particular social group, the petitioner failed to 
show a sufficient nexus between her husband’s abuse and her mem-
bership in that social group.106 The BIA reasoned that, without a 
demonstration that persecutors saw their victims as members of their 
particular social group, it would be difficult to understand how the 
persecution was “on account of” membership in those groups.107 
Because the BIA did not apply this same analysis in Matter of 
A-B-, but rather only generally cited to Matter of A-R-C-G-, Sessions 
deemed it reversible error.108 Sessions further clarified in his opinion 
that (1) a “social group must ‘exist independently’ of the harm 
 
 101 Id. at 331. 
 102 Id. at 334. 
 103 See id. at 318–19. 
 104 See id. at 329. See generally Matter of R-A-, 22 I. & N. Dec. 906 (A.G. 
2001) (vacating BIA’s decision and staying consideration of the case pending fi-
nal publication of a proposed rule offering guidance on the definitions of “mem-
bership in a particular social group,” “persecution,” and the use of “on account 
of” relating to persecution based on an individual’s purported particular social 
group). 
 105 Matter of R-A-, 22 I&N Dec. at 917–18. 
 106 Id. at 920–21. 
 107 Id. 
 108 Matter of A-B-, 27 I&N Dec. at 340. 
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asserted in an [asylum application]”;109 (2) “social groups defined 
by their vulnerability to private criminal activity likely lack the [re-
quired] particularity . . .”;110 and (3) a “social group must avoid . . . 
being too broad [that it lacks] definable boundaries and too narrow 
to have larger significance in society.”111 Thus, like the petitioner in 
Matter of A-B-, other victims of domestic and gang violence have 
not qualified as members of a cognizable particular social group to 
which asylum is provided since this decision.112 
2. The Application of Matter of A-B- in Immigration 
Proceedings 
Just one month after the Attorney General’s decision in Matter 
of A-B-, the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) re-
leased a Policy Memorandum (Policy Memo).113 Riddled with re-
dactions, the publicly released version of the Policy Memo breaks 
down the legal analysis and procedural steps officers must take 
when applying Matter of A-B- in asylum cases.114 In summary, the 
Policy Memo adopts dicta from the Matter of A-B- decision—treat-
ing it as law—and synthesizes the process down to five steps USCIS 
officers must take.115 
 
 109 Id. at 334. 
 110 Id. at 335. 
 111 Id. at 334. 
 112 See id. at 344–45. 
 113 See generally Dep’t. of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship and Immigra-
tion Services, Guidance for Processing Reasonable Fear, Credible Fear, Asylum, 






c4626c9142-280621937 [hereinafter Matter of A-B- Policy Memo]. 
 114 See generally id. at 1. 
 115 See also Reena Arya, Federal Judge Rejects Administration’s Restrictions 
on Credible Fear Claims in Expedited Removal, THE CATHOLIC LEGAL 
IMMIGRATION NETWORK, INC. (Dec. 21, 2018), https://cliniclegal.org/re-
sources/asylum-and-refugee-law/federal-judge-rejects-administrations-re-
strictions-credible-fear; Victoria Neilson, New Government Guidance on Matter 
of A-B- Incorporates Grace v. Whitaker, THE CATHOLIC LEGAL IMMIGRATION 
NETWORK, INC. (Jan. 28, 2019), https://cliniclegal.org/resources/asylum-and-ref-
ugee-law/new-government-guidance-matter-b-incorporates-grace-v-whitaker. 
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First, officers must determine whether the petitioner “is a mem-
ber of a clearly-defined particular social group” as defined in Matter 
of A-B-.116 The Policy Memo further asserts the essential require-
ment that a particular social group must exist independently of the 
persecution asserted. Second, the officer must confirm that the peti-
tioner’s membership in the particular social group is  “a central rea-
son for the persecution suffered.”117 It reiterates the three elements 
necessary to prove persecution laid out in Matter of A-B-: (1) the 
persecution involves “an intent to target a belief or characteristic,” 
(2) “the level of harm [suffered] must be severe,” and (3) “the harm 
or suffering must be inflicted either by the government . . . or by 
persons or an organization that the government [cannot] control.”118 
Third, if the alleged persecutor has no government affiliation, appli-
cants are required to prove that their home government is unwilling 
or unable to protect them.119 Fourth, officers must determine 
whether internal relocation is a viable option for the petitioner.120 
Finally, officers are allowed to use discretion in determining 
whether an applicant qualifies for  a grant of asylum.121 
 
 116 As stated in Matter of A-B-, USCIS explains that particular social groups 
must have a common immutable characteristic, be defined with particularly, and 
be socially distinct within the society in question, Matter of A-B- Policy Memo, 
supra note 113, at 2. 
 117 The memo specifically defines persecution as “a threat to the life or free-
dom of, or the infliction of suffering of harm upon, those who differ in a way 
regarded as an offense.” Id. at 5 n.3. 
 118 Id. at 5 (internal quotations omitted). 
 119 Id. at 9; see also id. at 6 (quoting Matter of A-B-, 27 I. & N. Dec. 316, 322 
(2018)). (“The asylum statute was not intended as a remedy for ‘the numerous 
personal altercations that invariably characterize economic and social relation-
ships,’ [thus personal violence based on personal relationships that do not consti-
tute a governmental nexus is not considered a recognizable harm under the asylum 
statute.]”). 
 120 If an asylum applicant cannot prove past harm then the applicant must 
prove that relocating within her home country would not be a reasonable option. 
Id. at 6–7 (citing 8 C.F.R. § 208.13(b)(3)(i)). 
 121 In exercising discretion, officers should consider any relevant factor, in-
cluding but not limited to: 
[T]he circumvention of orderly refugee procedures; whether the alien passed 
through any other countries or arrived in the United States directly from her coun-
try; whether orderly refugee procedures were in fact available to help her in any 
country she passed through; whether he or she made any attempts to seek asylum 
before coming to the United States; the length of time the alien remained in a third 
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3.  Asylum Seekers Fight Back Against Matter of A-B- and 
USCIS Policy   
While the July 2018 Policy Memo reminded officers that credi-
ble fear interviews should be conducted in a “nonadversarial man-
ner,”122 the guidelines therein significantly narrowed the scope of 
who would be granted an interview.123 Traditionally, credible fear 
interviews apply a “significant possibility” standard, which ensured 
that valid asylum seekers are not wrongfully returned to their home 
countries where they could possibly suffer further persecution.124 
However, the Policy Memo’s adoption of dicta found in Matter of 
A-B- alluded to a heightened standard that resulted in backlash from 
immigration support groups.125 
Because of the narrower scope found in the Policy Memo, The 
Center for Gender and Refugee Studies and the American Civil Lib-
erties Union (ACLU) sued the government, seeking to enjoin the use 
of the memorandum.126 The plaintiffs involved in the suit—many of 
them women who endured sexual and gender-based persecution—
challenged that the new credible fear guidelines found in the Policy 
Memo and Matter of A-B- “unlawfully and arbitrarily imposed a 
heightened standard [for] credible fear determinations” than origi-
nally found in the INA, violating the statutory notice and proposal 
procedures required under the Administrative Procedure Act 
(APA).127 The District Court for the District of Columbia heard 
Grace v. Whitaker and answered the question whether the guidelines 
found in the July 2018 Policy Memo could be properly applied to 
credible fear interviews.128 
INA section 242(e)(3)(A) allowed the D.C. District Court to 
hear this case because it is the only U.S. court with the jurisdiction 
to review “a systemic challenge to the legality of a written policy 
 
country; and his or her living conditions, safety, and potential for long-term resi-
dency there. 
Matter of A-B- Policy Memo, supra note 113, at 7 (quoting Matter of A-B-, 27 
I&N Dec. at 345 n.12). 
 122 Id. at 4 n.2. 
 123 See id. at 8–9. 
 124 8 U.S.C. 1225(b)(1)(B)(v) (2009); see also Neilson, supra note 115. 
 125 See generally Matter of A-B- Policy Memo, supra note 113, at 9–10. 
 126 See generally Grace v. Whitaker, 344 F. Supp. 3d 96, 96 (D.D.C. 2018). 
 127 Id. at 105; see Arya, supra note 115. 
 128 See generally Grace, 344 F. Supp. 3d at 96. 
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directive, written policy directive guideline, or written procedure is-
sued by or under the authority of the Attorney General to implement 
the expedited removal process.”129 In its decision, the D.C. District 
Court abrogated Matter of A-B- and the subsequent USCIS Policy 
Memo, rejecting the newly implemented credible fear policies.130 
The court held that they violated the APA because they are “arbi-
trary, capricious, and contrary to immigration law,” violating the 
INA in five key respects explained below.131 
First, the court concluded that the new credible fear policies in-
correctly allowed a blanket rejection of all credible fear claims based 
on gang-related and domestic violence.132 The court stated that the 
general rule has no legal basis for this categorical ban on domestic 
violence and gang-related claims.133 Moreover, the rule runs con-
trary to the instructions set out by the INA that require asylum 
claims to be analyzed on a case-by-case basis.134 Because this gen-
eral rule would discontinue an individualized analysis of each asy-
lum case, the court further stated that it was inconsistent with Con-
gress’ intent in writing the Refugee Act and INA.135 Specifically, 
the court stated that the Attorney General failed to stay within the 
bounds of his statutory authority by issuing a general rule that effec-
tively bars claims based on certain categories of persecutors or cer-
tain kinds of violence, which contradicts Congress’ intent in passing 
the Refugee Act of 1980 to bring U.S. refugee law into conformance 
with the United Nations’ 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of 
Refugees.136 
Second, the court admonished the implementation of a height-
ened standard for the past persecution analysis in credible fear 
screening.137 The established past persecution standard requires the 
asylum seeker who suffered harm from a private actor to establish 
that the government was unable and/or unwilling to protect her.138 
 
 129 Id. at 115 (citing 8 U.S.C.A. § 1252(e)(3)(A) (2005)). 
 130 Id. at 105. 
 131 Id. at 133. 
 132 Id. at 126. 
 133 Id. 
 134 Grace, 344 F. Supp. 3d at 126. 
 135 Id. 
 136 Id. 
 137 Id. at 128–29. 
 138 Id. 
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However, the new credible fear policies laid out in the Policy Memo 
incorrectly increase this standard, requiring asylum seekers to estab-
lish that the government “condones” or is “completely helpless” in 
protecting them.139 The court rejected this new standard, finding that 
it was contrary to decades of established case law and the statutory 
definition of a refugee.140 
Third, the court concluded that the credible fear policies incor-
rectly interpret “circularity” in particular social group analysis.141 
Specifically, the court rejected the new blanket denial of common 
particular social groups associated with domestic abuse that USCIS 
claimed were defined by the harm the asylum seeker suffered.142 
The court held that each case must be subjected to a case-by-case 
analysis, and that USCIS’ interpretation of the rule against circular-
ity “ensures that women unable to leave their relationship will al-
ways be circular.”143 The D.C. Circuit reasoned that the Attorney 
General misinterpreted Matter of M-E-V-G-, which held that there 
cannot be a general rule in the determination of whether a group is 
distinct because “it is possible that under certain circumstances, the 
society would make such a distinction and consider the shared past 
experience to be a basis for distinction within that society.”144 Thus, 
the general rule created in Matter of A-B-—that the plaintiff’s inclu-
sion of an “inability to leave her relationship” in her asylum claim 
created impermissible circularity because she is only able to claim 
this victim status directly due to harm suffered in her relationship—
is arbitrary, capricious, and contrary to immigration law.”145 The 
policy that “the applicant must show something more than the dan-
ger of harm from an abuser if the applicant tried to leave, because 
that would amount to circularly defining the particular social group 
by the harm on which the asylum claim was based” created a default 
ruling of circularity upon domestic violence claims without taking 
 
 139 Grace, 344 F. Supp. 3d at 133. 
 140 See 8 U.S.C. 1101(a)(42)(A) (2014). 
 141 Grace, 344 F. Supp. 3d at 133. 
 142 Id. 
 143 Id. 
 144 Matter of M-E-V-G-, 26 I. & N. Dec. 227, 242 (2014); see Grace, 344 F. 
Supp. 3d at 133. 
 145 Grace, 344 F. Supp. 3d at 133; see Matter of A-B-, 27 I&N Dec. 316, 319, 
335 (A.G. 2018). 
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into account specificities of the asylum claim.146 All proposed 
groups should be analyzed individually, taking into consideration 
the societies from which the asylum seeker is fleeing.147 
Fourth, the court deemed the Policy Memo’s delineation re-
quirement unlawful.148 The court stated that the Policy Memo goes 
beyond the decision in Matter of A-B- by requiring asylum appli-
cants to delineate their particular social groups during the credible 
fear stage.149 This policy was considered arbitrary and capricious 
because it goes against the INA.150 Further, the delineation require-
ment during the credible fear stage would force asylum applicants 
to create and name the particular social group without any legal rep-
resentation.151 
Finally, the court criticized the Policy Memo’s directive that 
asylum officers should ignore circuit case precedent if it is contrary 
to BIA case law.152 The court stated that this directive goes against 
the precedent set out in National Cable & Telecommunication As-
sociation v. Brand X Internet Services, which held that an agency 
may only override a prior judicial interpretation if the agency’s in-
terpretation is entitled to deference.153 Without this deference enti-
tlement, judicial construction of an agency statute is considered 
binding, even if it is contrary to the agency’s view.154 Thus, the 
memorandum’s directives to ignore precedent were found to be un-
lawful.155 
Judge Emmet G. Sullivan strongly stated that “it is the will of 
Congress—not the whims of the Executive—that determines the 
standard for expedited removal” in finding the USCIS policies 
 
 146 See Grace, 344 F. Supp. 3d at 133–134; see generally Matter of A-B- Pol-
icy Memo, supra note 113. 
 147 See id. (citing Matter of M-E-V-G-, 26 I & N Dec. at 242 (particular social 
groups are cognizable if based on immutable characteristics—even those based 
on past experiences independent of persecution)). 
 148 Id. at 133–34. 
 149 Id. 
 150 Id. 
 151 Id. at 134–35. 
 152 See Matter of A-B- Policy Memo, supra note 113, at 11–12. 
 153 Grace, 344 F. Supp. 3d at 137–138 (D.D.C. 2018). 
 154 Id. at 138 n.22. 
 155 Id. at 138. 
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improper.156 Judge Sullivan also stated that Congress’ intent in 
promulgating the Refugee Act of 1980 included giving a statutory 
meaning to the nation’s commitment to human rights and humani-
tarian concerns.157 This express mention of a congressional intent to 
preserve human rights alludes to the court’s mindfulness of a possi-
bility that the Executive’s decision in Matter of A-B- and subsequent 
policies could be cause for legal and humanitarian concern.158 
After the publication of the Grace opinion, USCIS and the Ex-
ecutive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) issued guidance for 
adjudicating credible fear interviews.159 The new instructions disal-
low immigration judges from relying on a general rule against do-
mestic violence and gang-related asylum claims, categorically re-
jecting particular social groups based on the inability to leave a vio-
lent domestic partner, or requiring an applicant to delineate a partic-
ular social group during the early stage of a credible fear inter-
view.160 Immigration judges must continue evaluating asylum hear-
ings on a case-by-case basis.161 These evaluations include the 
longstanding test of determining whether the government is “unable 
or unwilling to control” a non-government persecutor and the appli-
cation of the federal circuit law most favorable to the applicant dur-
ing credible fear interviews.162 
Although the Grace decision inspired new directives that 
granted some relief to asylum applicants, the opinion still leaves 
room for error in the asylum process beyond the credible fear inter-
view stage.163 Because the plaintiffs only challenged the application 
of Matter of A-B- in the context of credible fear interviews, the D.C. 
District Court’s decision directly enjoins the Executive branch from 
the troublesome actions above only during the earliest stage of the 
asylum process: the credible fear interview.164 It is important to note 
that the Grace decision analyzes the asylum process during the cred-
ible fear interview because it leaves room for error during the 
 
 156 Id. at 105. 
 157 Id. at 106. 
 158 See infra Part III(A); see also Grace, 344 F. Supp. 3d at 105. 
 159 Neilson, supra note 115. 
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 164 Id. 
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subsequent—and more important—stages, like asylum hearings, 
where the final determination of asylum is made.165 Further, because 
the court found that the Executive’s decision in Matter of A-B- and 
the subsequent Policy Memo were violations of the INA and APA, 
there was no determination made as to whether there were any con-
stitutional violations in the case.166 The questions left unanswered 
in Grace as to the policy implications upon asylum applicants’ rights 
will be addressed in Part III.167 
B. The Administration’s Implementation of the Migrant Protection 
Protocols 
The Trump Administration enacted the Migrant Protection Pro-
tocols (MPP), colloquially dubbed “Remain in Mexico,” in January 
2019.168 In violation of the APA, the MPP were propagated by the 
DHS and bypassed necessary notice-and-comment rulemaking pro-
cedures.169 According to the DHS, the MPP “are a U.S. Government 
action whereby certain foreign individuals entering or seeking ad-
mission to the U.S. from Mexico—illegally or without proper doc-
umentation—may be returned to Mexico and wait outside of the 
U.S. for the duration of their immigration proceedings . . . .”170 The 
DHS claims that the MPP’s implementation helps “restore a safe and 
orderly immigration process, decrease the number of those taking 
advantage of the immigration system . . . and reduce threats to life, 
national security, and public safety, while ensuring that vulnerable 
populations receive the protections they need.”171 Despite the 
DHS’s claims that the MPP will ensure appropriate humanitarian 
protections, violence against immigrants sent back to Mexico to 
await asylum proceedings remains a great concern.172 
Remain in Mexico, or the MPP, created new procedures for im-
migrant entrants who attempt to seek asylum at the nation’s 
 
 165 See generally Grace v. Whitaker, 344 F. Supp. 3d 96 (D.D.C. 2018). 
 166 Grace v. Whitaker, 344 F. Supp. 3d 96, 141 n.27 (D.D.C. 2018). 
 167 See infra Part III(A). 
 168 MPP Press Release, supra note 11. 
 169 Innovation Law Lab v. Wolf, No. 19-15716, 2020 WL 964402, at *3 (9th 
Cir. Feb. 28, 2020). 
 170 MPP Press Release, supra note 11. 
 171 Id. 
 172 Id. 
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southwest border.173 Under the MPP, “certain aliens” attempting to 
enter the U.S. without documentation—even those seeking asy-
lum—are no longer released within the country.174 Instead, these mi-
grants are given a standard “Notice to Appear” and returned to Mex-
ico where they await the date of their immigration court hearing.175 
Many times, migrants are returned to locations in Mexico far from 
where they crossed the border with instructions to return to specifi-
cally designated ports of entry.176 
Customs Border and Protection (CBP) officials released the 
MPP Guiding Principles to instruct CBP officers and Border agents 
on how to effectively administer the MPP.177 The CBP asserts that 
no other immigration screening procedures have been altered 
through the issuance of the MPP other than the determination of 
whether a migrant qualifies to be returned to Mexico.178 This docu-
ments lists exemptions from the program: unaccompanied children, 
Mexican citizens or nationals, individuals processed for expedited 
removal, individuals with mental or health issues, criminals with vi-
olent records, and third-country individuals who claim a credible 
fear of returning to Mexico.179 Immigration officers generally only 
returned non-Mexican, Spanish-speaking migrants to Mexico upon 
its inception, providing an additional unlisted exemption to their 
analysis.180 However, in January 29, 2020, DHS announced that the 
MPP expanded to Brazilian nationals, even though they do not hail 
from a Spanish-speaking country.181 
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 174 Id. 
 175 Dep’t. of Homeland Security, Bureau of Customs and Border Prot., MPP 
Guiding Principles 1, 1 (Jan. 28, 2019), https://www.cbp.gov/sites/de-
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The MPP Guiding Principles also state that CBP officers and 
Border Patrol agents may exercise discretion on a case-by-case ba-
sis.182 Because of this power of discretion, immigration officers 
sometimes treat individuals who cross the border at the same time 
differently.183 While one individual is sent back under MPP, the 
other person who entered the U.S. at the same time may be admitted 
under the regular asylum process.184 These situations have led to 
families being separated, with one parent being sent back to Mexico 
while the other parent and their child are allowed to enter the United 
States.185 Further, immigration officers implement the MPP Guiding 
Principles inconsistently throughout the border.186 Reports show 
CPB Officers have violated the Guiding Principles by returning in-
dividuals with serious medical conditions to Mexico despite being 
part of the group of individuals with health issues clearly exempted 
within MPP’s directives.187 
Remain in Mexico was most recently challenged in the Ninth 
Circuit, where the court affirmed the District Court’s granting of a 
preliminary injunction setting aside the policy.188 The Ninth Circuit 
concluded that plaintiffs showed a likelihood of success on both 
claims that (1) Remain in Mexico is inconsistent with the INA, spe-
cifically, 8 U.S.C. section 1225(b), which provides the guidelines 
for inspection by immigration officers and the expedited removal of 
inadmissible aliens;189 and (2) that Remain in Mexico “does not 
comply with [the nation’s] treaty-based non-refoulement obliga-
tions codified at 8 U.S.C. section 1231(b)”190 because asylum 
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officers failed to ask the migrants if they feared being returned to 
Mexico.191 
The Ninth Circuit provides a thorough statutory interpretation of 
the INA.192 Ultimately, the court deemed that the MPP had been in-
correctly applied to all asylum applicants, rather than proscribing to 
the express distinctions between the class of immigrants delineated 
in 8 U.S.C. section 1225(b)(1), which provides guidance for inad-
missible aliens due to misrepresentation or lack of document, and 8 
U.S.C. section 1225(b)(2), which regards an immigrant who is not 
clearly and beyond a doubt entitled to be admitted.193 Specifically, 
the court concludes that the “return-to-a-contiguous-territory” pro-
vision laid out in 8 U.S.C. section 1225(b)(2)(C) is only applicable 
to migrants who fall under the second “catch-all” category.194 
The court then analyzed the MPP’s insufficiency in protecting 
migrants from refoulement.195 First, the court emphasized the Su-
preme Court’s declaration that Congress’ intent in promulgating 
section 1253(h)(1) was to parallel Article 33 of the 1951 United Na-
tions Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees in ensuring the 
safety of asylum seekers.196 Second, the court then discussed how 
the MPP asylum procedures differ from those already set in the INA 
because they apply the heightened “more likely than not” standard 
ordinarily used only after an alien has had a removal hearing and do 
not entitle migrants with “advance notice of, and time to prepare for, 
the hearing with the asylum officer.”197 Finally, the court cited to 
personal anecdotes of migrants returned to Mexico under the 
MPP.198 This section created a strong statement by highlighting mi-
grants’ personal ordeals to further show how the policy’s directives 
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allowed immigration officers to defer from asking if migrants had a 
credible fear of returning to Mexico in violation of 8 C.F.R. sec-
tion 208.30(d).199 
Nevertheless, the Ninth Circuit’s decision in Innovation Law 
Lab v. Wolf ricocheted faster than it was issued.200 Immediately after 
the decision, the Trump Administration requested an emergency 
stay on the injunction, which the Ninth Circuit granted.201 On March 
11, 2020, the Supreme Court gave no reasons when publishing their 
decision to affirm the stay and continue to allow immigration offic-
ers to implement Remain in Mexico as legal challenges proceed.202 
IV. ABUSE OF DISCRETION AND POWER DERAILS U.S. AS SAFE 
HAVEN FOR REFUGEES 
The lasting and detrimental impact that Matter of A-B- and the 
MPP have created goes far beyond the legal challenges presented 
against them. Through blatant abuses of discretion and power, the 
Trump Administration has moved the U.S. away from its legacy as 
a beacon of hope and liberty to migrants affected by violence, espe-
cially those migrating from the Northern Triangle. Through its cat-
egorical disallowance for victims of domestic violence to be consid-
ered a social group, Matter of A-B-’s directives undermine the na-
tion’s reputation as a pioneer in women’s rights—exemplified in the 
passing of the landmark 1994 Violence Against Women Act 
(VAWA).203 Moreover, the MPP’s promulgation violates the INA’s 
Safe Third Country provisions by returning asylum seekers to some 
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of the most dangerous areas in Mexico to await their immigration 
proceedings.204 Finally, both these asylum policies stray away from 
goals and missions set forth by international provisions that ensure 
the safety and wellbeing of refugees around the globe, creating vio-
lations of jus cogens.205 Jus Cogens, translated from Latin to mean 
“compelling law,” is the technical term given to international laws 
that are argued to be hierarchically superior than local or national 
laws.206 This concept is rooted in the influence of natural law con-
cepts and provides a standard for nations to protect their citizens.207 
A. Matter of A-B- Fails to Live Up to Standards Set Forth by the 
Violence Against Women’s Act 
Asylum protection for victims of gender-based violence has 
been well established for decades, both in the U.S. and under the 
international human rights system.208 Specifically, the United Na-
tions’ 1951 Refugee Convention establishes the right to claim asy-
lum on the basis of gender-based crimes.209 The U.S. Refugee Act 
of 1980 was created to model the United Nations’ own asylum pro-
tocols,210 thus the Act includes relief for victims of gender-based 
violence.211 Nevertheless, in a rash decision by the Attorney Gen-
eral, Matter of A-B- undermined the opportunity for victims of vio-
lence to seek the proper means of asylum.212 This decision must be 
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vacated not only because it violates statutory directives,213 but it 
does not comply with national policies set forth in VAWA to ensure 
protection for women against gender-based violence.214 
The Violence Against Women Act of 1994 was adopted to ad-
dress domestic and sexual abuse against women.215 VAWA pro-
vided $1.6 billion toward the investigation and prosecution of vio-
lent crimes against women, imposed automatic and mandatory res-
titution on those convicted, and allowed civil redress in cases pros-
ecutors chose to leave unprosecuted.216 Reauthorized in 2013, 
VAWA has proven to be a work in progress that habitually amends 
and extends its jurisdictional framework to provide wider protection 
to a greater number of women across the nation.217 However, 
VAWA has not been reauthorized under the tenure of the Trump 
Administration.218 Moreover, its longstanding influence in guiding 
the State Department’s Humanitarian Response has been eradicated 
within the immigration process.219 
The decision in Matter of A-B- violates VAWA because it goes 
against the policy of diminishing gender-based violence through op-
timal criminal justice response.220 Through programs like asylum, 
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the U.S. can extend its national policy of protecting women from 
domestic violence to protect asylees from the same violence in their 
home countries. As pioneers in the fight against gender-based vio-
lence, the U.S. should exemplify the spirit of VAWA by all law en-
forcement, including those officers that enforce immigration laws at 
the border. 
Affected most by Matter of A-B-’s precedent are the women who 
migrate from the Northern Triangle.221 Living in countries plagued 
by gender-based violence and receiving no help from law enforce-
ment, Central American women have sought safety in the U.S.222 
However, because of Matter of A-B-, victims of domestic violence 
from the Northern Triangle, and likely other countries around the 
world, will no longer be able to seek refuge despite government in-
action.223 This dangerous precedent allows immigration judges to 
impose a blanket bias against women who suffer violence at the 
hands of private actors. Notwithstanding the collective threat faced 
by women in the Northern Triangle, each woman suffers a unique 
yet violent relationship with domestic partners who abuse them. 
Matter of A-B- precludes immigration courts from providing case-
by-case analyses of these individualized violent relationships be-
cause of a blanket denial of asylum for those who claim being vic-
tims of domestic violence.224 The implications of this bias are ad-
dressed in Grace v. Whitaker, but are only analyzed at the earliest 
stage of proceedings (credible fear interviews), precluding any im-
plication to these possible biases at the final stage of asylum hear-
ings in front of Immigration Judges.225 Because Matter of A-B-’s di-
rectives were immediately interpreted as stating that victims of do-
mestic violence should not be considered a particular social group 
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protected under asylum, its undertaking may result in a complete 
ban of entire class of victims.226 
Matter of A-B- prejudices asylum seekers from the Northern Tri-
angle because they are the population most gravely affected by gen-
der-based violence.227 Women from the Northern Triangle are more 
likely to survive the dangers of migration than the dangers felt at the 
hands of their abusers.228 With some of the highest rates of femicide 
around the globe, the Northern Triangle’s problem with domestic 
violence is not something to dispel when analyzing asylum seekers’ 
claims.229 Instead, the U.S. should extend the policies implemented 
in VAWA to include protections for women who suffer violence and 
come to the U.S. for refuge. 
Further, the nonexistent prosecution of domestic violence cases 
in the Northern Triangle should trigger VAWA’s application even 
further in asylum proceedings. VAWA’s mission to increase prose-
cutions of perpetrators inflicting gender-based violence within the 
U.S. establishes the importance in condemning this behavior. While 
Matter of A-B- argues that victims of domestic violence suffer at the 
hands of private actors,230 it is the government’s inaction that should 
also be a cause for concern. The blatant disregard law enforcement 
officials show toward domestic abuse in the Northern Triangle is a 
problem asylum laws once aimed to address. Expressed in the INA, 
a government’s failure to address violence by private actors could 
meet the standards of a viable asylum claim.231 Yet, in issuing Mat-
ter of A-B-, the Trump Administration overlooks this plausibility 
and deems victims of private violence—even if it is gender-based—
ineligible for refuge. 
Matter of A-B- contradicts policies enacted by the U.S. in pur-
porting itself to be a progressive powerhouse for liberty and equal-
ity. By disallowing victims of domestic violence to effectively seek 
asylum, Matter of A-B- encourages gender-based violence in the 
Northern Triangle. Additionally, by not extending VAWA concerns 
in an international scope through immigration proceedings, the U.S. 
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government condones Northern Triangle governments’ disregard 
towards domestic violence. Because of these policy concerns, Mat-
ter of A-B- must be vacated to ensure that the U.S. continues to be a 
safe haven for women and victims of gender-based violence. 
B. The Migrant Protection Protocols Incorrectly Deem Mexico a 
Safe Third Country 
The legality of Safe Third Country Agreements, like the MPP, 
depend both on international human rights law and U.S. statutory 
standards.232 The INA states that a safe third country must be able 
to provide safety, security, and due process for asylum seekers.233 
Safe third countries also must not persecute individual asylum seek-
ers on account of their religion, nationality, political opinion, or 
membership in a particular social group.234 
Already deemed unable to satisfy the requirements of a safe third 
country in 1994,235 Mexico has not made sufficient changes in its 
asylum processes to now be considered a possible refuge for asylum 
applicants from the Northern Triangle.236 Specifically, because of 
its high crime rate and the apparent violence perpetrated against asy-
lum seekers awaiting U.S. immigration proceedings, Mexico cannot 
qualify as a safe third country.237 
The Mexican government has proven that it is unable to protect 
asylum seekers within its territory. About a decade ago, the discov-
ery of seventy-two bodies of Central American migrants killed by 
criminal gangs in northern Mexico sparked a national and interna-
tional look at the dangers migrants face.238 Yet, this outcry against 
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migrant violence did not create any drastic changes in Mexican im-
migration or criminal policies.239 Between December 2012 and Jan-
uary 2018, the Mexican National Human Rights Commission re-
ceived more than three thousand complaints of abuses against mi-
grants.240 This number is likely skewed because of underreporting 
as a result of migrants’ fear of authorities and the reporting centers’ 
inconvenient locations far from where the crimes are committed.241 
Now more than ever, asylum seekers sent back to Mexico under the 
MPP face these harrowing experiences.242 
An estimated 57,000 non-Mexican migrants have been returned 
to Mexico since the MPP’s implementation.243 Since January 2019, 
there have been 636 reports of crimes like rape, kidnapping, and tor-
ture from migrants returned under the MPP.244 Notwithstanding 
these self-reported crimes, further reports show that a staggering 
eighty percent of migrants under the MPP are victims of violence.245 
This alarming number of victims demonstrates how Mexico cannot 
be deemed a safe third country. It is impossible to safely await im-
migration proceedings in a country where crime towards its own cit-
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country that does not and cannot take active measures in protecting 
migrants. 
The victimization of Central American migrants in Mexico 
should be a predominant factor in determining that the MPP should 
not continue. The Ninth Circuit addressed these concerns in over 
two pages of their decision granting the MPP’s injunction.246 Detail-
ing personal anecdotes from Central American migrants, the Ninth 
Circuit brings to light how they are persecuted for reasons usually 
protected under the INA.247 For example, Central American mi-
grants are often persecuted in Mexico because they are not originally 
from Mexico.248 Persecution based upon an individual’s nationality 
is expressly disallowed under directives for safe third countries.249 
Additionally, Mexico is unable to provide “full and fair” due 
process to asylum seekers. Under-resourced and inaccessible, the 
Mexican Commission for Aid to Migrants is unable to provide help 
or protection for Central American migrants being returned under 
the MPP.250 Although migrants arguably receive due process within 
U.S. immigration proceedings, having to await these hearings in a 
territory riddled with crime and violence does not provide assurance 
that due process will be ultimately served.251 As long as migrants 
from the Northern Triangle are returned to Mexico to await asylum 
decisions, they will never truly find refuge. 
C. The Trump Administration’s Asylum Policies Implicate Central 
American Migrants’ International Human Rights, Violating Jus 
Cogens 
The foundation of the international system, jus cogens laws are 
peremptory in nature, preventing nations from creating laws that 
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deviate from this standard.252 Expressed in international law through 
Articles 53 and 64 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 
the concept of jus cogens provides that treaties may be invalidated 
upon their ratification or later terminated if their content “conflicts 
with a peremptory norm of general international law” that is “ac-
cepted and recognized by the international community of States as 
a whole as a norm from which no derogation is permitted.”253 Norms 
of jus cogens are considered “norms so essential to the international 
system that their breach places the very existence of that system in 
question.”254 
The U.N. Refugee Agency declared that the prohibition of arbi-
trary deprivation life attained the rank of jus cogens.255 Ultimately, 
countries have an inherent obligation not to send individuals to an-
other country where they may face a real risk of torture or extreme 
violence.256 The U.N. Refugee Agency further asserts that “the pro-
hibition of refoulement to a risk of cruel, inhuman or degrading 
treatment or punishment” is in the process of becoming customary 
international law.257 Rooted in international human rights protec-
tion, the U.N. Refugee Agency recognizes how imperative it is to 
create peremptory laws to protect refugees. The Trump Administra-
tion’s decisions to foreclose asylum for victims of domestic violence 
and to force migrants from the Northern Triangle to await asylum in 
Mexico’s most dangerous cities are a direct violation of jus cogens. 
The requirement that asylum seekers return to cities where they will 
undoubtedly experience violence deprives them of the right to life 
they seek to preserve through asylum, which is understood interna-
tionally to be a program designed for the safekeeping of immigrants 
and a temporary or permanent relocation from the dangers they face 
in other countries. 
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Gender-based violence continues to be an important concern 
throughout the globe. So much so, that the U.N. Refugee Agency 
mandated that international protection to refugees include victims of 
sexual and gender-based violence.258 Gender-based violence is a 
major cause of forced displacement,259 solidifying the need to in-
clude victims of this type of persecution as a group that can success-
fully seek asylum claims. Therefore, categorically disallowing vic-
tims of domestic violence hailing from the Northern Triangle from 
receiving asylum goes against international standards. 
As a matter of international policy, Matter of A-B- cannot be the 
final say when it comes to individuals persecuted by private actors. 
The danger in doing so is not only a breach of international law be-
cause it precludes victims of violence from rightfully seeking asy-
lum, but it also encourages Central American governments’ com-
plete ignorance of their countries’ domestic violence pandemic. Ra-
ther, these governments should be condemned by both the U.S. Ex-
ecutive and international governing entities to ensure that victims of 
domestic abuse can obtain justice. Additionally, Matter of A-B- di-
rects immigration officials to ignore the plight of women facing do-
mestic abuse and send them back to the hands of their persecutors. 
By disallowing women facing gender-based violence to seek refuge, 
the Trump Administration is ultimately returning women to cruel 
and degrading treatment. 
Further, the Trump Administration’s Remain in Mexico policy 
is rooted in the prohibited practice of returning individuals to coun-
tries where they face extreme violence and torture.260 Migrants re-
turned to Mexico under the MPP not only face torture on account of 
their nationality but are also victims of under-prosecuted crimes.261 
The Executive attempts to use the guise of forthcoming immigration 
proceedings to convince themselves that there is fairness behind re-
turning migrants to their demise. However, an opportunity to seek 
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asylum that is only available while facing certain specific instances 
of danger and violence does not live up to the standards set out to 
protect refugees, because refugee protection is embedded in the 
ideal of ensuring all individuals an opportunity to seek help in the 
face of violence or inevitable demise. Ultimately, both these policies 
vehemently violate U.N. anti-refoulement mandates and our legis-
lators and justices cannot allow them to continue.262 
V. CONCLUSION 
For the last few years, the Trump Administration has abused its 
power in order to maintain “control” at the southern border. How-
ever, this purported control comes at the expense of longstanding 
policies that protect refugees. Newly implemented asylum policies, 
like the Matter of A-B- decision and the Migrant Protection Proto-
cols (MPP) ignore established laws that once provided refuge to vic-
tims of torture and extreme violence. These policies reveal the 
Trump Administration’s lack of concern for the safety of Central 
American asylum seekers because they disregard the dangers refu-
gees face. Further, these policies ignore peremptory international 
laws, specifically, jus cogens. Because of the Administration’s ex-
treme ignorance of the law, legal intervention to reverse these poli-
cies is imperative. 
Facing legal challenges already, Matter of A-B- and the MPP 
have caused uproar and may find their way to the Supreme Court. 
Along with the legal considerations analyzed in challenges below, 
there are tremendous policy concerns the Court must address. First, 
the decision in Matter of A-B- contradicts national laws that promote 
the welfare and safety of women facing domestic abuse. Second, the 
MPP violates the INA by sending migrants to Mexico—an unsafe 
third country—to await asylum proceedings. Finally, both Matter of 
A-B- and the MPP irreverently stray from peremptory international 
norms of non-refoulement that bar returning individuals from coun-
tries where they face torture or extreme violence. The aforemen-
tioned policies’ implications have resounded strongly and nega-
tively, as Central American men, women, and children face hard-
ships rather than refuge. If these policies continue to be 
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implemented, the U.S.’s image as a beacon of hope will be erased. 
If these policies continue to be implemented, there can be no more 
American Dream. 
